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Roland “Beanie” Bean stared at his wife, Noelle, who scowled as she thrust a

dirty drinking glass toward him.

At a few minutes after ten o’clock at night, Beanie and the love of his life

were in the kitchen, washing dishes. Earlier, following dinner—goat

tenders with peas and rice—they’d given their boys, four-year-old Ethan,

and two-year-old Evan, baths and then read a few bedtime stories to

complete the nightly ritual.

Moments ago, as Beanie scoured a frying pan, he’d mentioned to his

wife something he’d forgotten to tell her yesterday. He’d received an

invitation to a Thanksgiving get-together hosted by their newest neighbor,

a burly man named Eric Barnes. Instead of a formal dinner, Barnes, who’d

moved to the Palmchat Islands a year ago and settled in St. Killian, had

planned a backyard barbeque. Beanie had been encouraged to bring his

family to the casual affair.

Thanksgiving, an American holiday, wasn’t celebrated in the Palmchat

Islands, but Noelle had gone to high school in the United States when she’d

been sent to live with an uncle in Washington, D.C. Beanie had thought his

wife might appreciate the chance to celebrate the holiday. Judging from

Noelle’s crossed arms and the scowl on her pretty face, Beanie had assumed

wrong.
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“Roland, why on earth would you want to step foot in that … house of

horrors?”

“House of horrors?” Beanie shook his head. “Babe, that’s a little

melodramatic, don’t you think?”

“Melodramatic?” Noelle’s voice rose an octave.

Beanie winced as he dipped another dirty plate in the sudsy dishwater

and scrubbed the ceramic glazed dinnerware.

“Melodramatic?” Noelle repeated. “You think it’s melodramatic? You

were almost killed in that house.”

Beanie ran the clean plate under a stream of tap water and then placed it

on the drying rack. “Babe, I wouldn’t go that far. I wasn’t almost killed—”

“You were viciously attacked by a psychotic—”

“Noelle—”

“No, Roland, don’t, okay?” Noelle held up a hand in warning. “Don’t

pretend that what happened to you in that house wasn’t as bad as it was,

because you know it was so much worse!”

Exhaling, Beanie said, “Okay, you’re right. I did escape with my life that

day.”

Noelle shuddered. “I don’t even want to think about it.”

“Elle, despite what happened, I don’t see what the problem would be

with going to the Thanksgiving party,” said Beanie. “The house didn’t

attack me.”

“I know that,” snapped Noelle, handing Beanie another glass to wash.

“But doesn’t that house give you bad memories? I can’t drive past it without

thinking about what happened.”

Beanie submerged the glass in the dishwater.

The peach-colored bungalow several houses down from their own

modest home on Dolphin Lane in Oyster Farms had been the scene of a

crime Beanie had suffered. The attack he’d experienced was more shocking

than traumatic. He’d gone to the house to interview a witness for a story

he’d been assigned. As an investigative reporter for the Palmchat Gazette, an

award-winning Caribbean newspaper, Beanie covered the crime beat. He

was used to dealing with sketchy, shady, and often dangerous suspects.

But in the peach bungalow, he hadn’t expected to encounter a crazed

woman with psychotic tendencies.
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Still, he understood his wife’s aversion to spending time in the home of

the deranged person who’d lunged at him.

“Babe, that’s not the house that gives me nightmares,” said Beanie,

rinsing the glass. “If the new neighbor had moved into Old Wilson’s place, I

would have turned down the invitation immediately. That’s the real house

of horrors.”

Noelle looked stricken. “House of horrors is an understatement.”

Nodding his agreement, Beanie said, “I was talking to Mendez the other

day—“

“Mendez?” Noelle frowned. “Why were you talking to him?”

Beanie chuckled. Normally, he went out of his way to avoid Anthony

Mendez, their nosy neighbor who lived several houses down. A rapacious

gossip, Mendez was prone to spreading unfounded rumors and lurid

stories. “He was asking me if I’d heard that Old Wilson’s place is for sale and

might sell for five, maybe six times its worth.”

His wife’s formerly stricken expression turned to shock. “Five or six

times? That’s crazy. Are you serious?”

“Apparently,” said Beanie, placing Evan’s sippy cup on the drying rack.

“There are some real sickos

out there who would love to live in a house where a man who—”

“Mommy! Mommy!”

Attuned to his youngest boy’s high-pitched squeak, Beanie turned from

the sink. Cute as he could be in his Paw Patrol-printed jammies, little Evan

toddled into the kitchen.

“What’s the matter, baby?” Noelle sank to her knees, allowing the

chubby tyke to run into her arms.

“You okay, bud?” asked Beanie, wondering if Evan wasn’t feeling well, or

if he’d had a bad dream.

Clapping his hands, little Evan announced, “Mommy, I need to go

potty!”

“You need to potty?” Noelle kissed Evan’s forehead, then glanced up at

Beanie over her shoulder, giving him an excited smile. Recently, Beanie

and his wife had stepped up their efforts to potty train Evan, with mixed

results. After training Ethan, Beanie figured they would have the

procedure down, but Evan hadn’t responded to the same techniques.
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They’d had to be more creative in encouraging Evan to be less dependent

on pull-up diapers.

Rising with Evan in her arms, Noelle said, “Okay, baby, we’ll go potty.”

Beanie asked, “You need me?”

“No, I got it,” said Noelle, shifting Evan to her left hip. “You finish the

dishes.”

“Finish dishes!” echoed Evan. “Daddy finish dishes!”

After tweaking Evan’s little nose, Beanie told Noelle, “We’ll finish our

conversation about Thanksgiving when you get back.”

“The conversation about Thanksgiving is finished,” Noelle said as she

headed out of the kitchen. “I’m not going. And I don’t think you should,

either.”
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Beneath a low cloud deck with interspersing peeks of sun, Beanie strode up

the driveway of 2130 Dolphin Lane, the peach-colored bungalow currently

occupied by Eric and Wanda Barnes. Memories of the last time he’d set foot

in the house threatened to overwhelm him, but Beanie pushed them away.

Walking along the side of the house, Beanie still wasn’t sure how long he

would stay at the Thanksgiving party. Two days ago, after Noelle refused to

consider accepting the invitation, Beanie had decided to make an

appearance, in an effort to be neighborly.

As he approached the half-opened gate, swelling salsa music, cackling

laughter, and lively conversation floated in the air.

In the backyard, about fifty people milled around, socializing in clusters

as they ate from paper plates and drank Felipe beer, the official brew of the

Palmchat Islands. Beanie had expected paper turkey flags strewn between

the palm trees or brown and orange balloons, but no festive decorations

marked the holiday. Instead, it appeared to be an impromptu backyard

gathering. Guests sat on folding chairs and queued up around two long

tables set up buffet style against the back fence to partake in Caribbean-

inspired twists on traditional American Thanksgiving dishes—stewed

plantain casserole, jerk goat legs, peas and rice, Scotch bonnet cornbread,

mashed potatoes with sofrito gravy, cornmeal cou-cou, and spicy flat bread.
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Eric had told him there would be others from the Oyster Farms

community as well as several Dolphin Lane residents, many of whom

Beanie knew, and greeted. Soon, he was approached by the host, Eric

Barnes, an affable, barrel-chested, boisterous mountain of a man whose

gravely drawl could have been intimidating but was instead infectious.

Eric Barnes had struck up a friendly conversation with Beanie a few

weeks ago. Barnes had asked about the best way to take care of a Sego palm

tree, as he had two flanking the steps leading to his porch. Beanie had

provided pointers and learned that Eric had been born in St. Felipe but

moved to California with his parents as a kid. Barnes had recounted his

rough teen years, and then his stint in the United States Army, which had

given him purpose and direction. Beanie hadn’t requested Eric’s bio, but the

guy seemed friendly enough, and maybe eager to prove he wasn’t a psycho

—unlike the former resident.

“Glad you decided to come!” said Eric.

“Where’s your wife and those adorable boys?” asked Wanda, Eric’s wife,

a petite, curvy woman with a cap of blonde curls. Dressed in short shorts

and a V-neck tank top, her glowing coppery tan and ample assets attracted

attention from many of the male guests.

Unwilling to admit his wife’s aversion to the peach-colored bungalow,

Beanie said, “They had a conflicting previous engagement, but they wanted

to come.”

A blatant little white lie Beanie regretted telling. But he didn’t want Eric

and Wanda to feel slighted. Beanie understood his wife’s reluctance, but the

house’s tragic past had nothing to do with the Barnes.

“Well, you’ll have to fix plates for them before you go,” instructed

Wanda, her tone somewhat motherly, a stark contrast to her va-va-voom

attire.

“Grab a beer and help yourself to some food,” encouraged Eric.

“Make sure you try the jerk goat,” said Wanda. “Eric was up all last night

grilling.”

“I will,” promised Beanie as Eric and Wanda excused themselves to greet

more neighbors.

Deciding he would stay at least thirty minutes, Beanie angled toward the

buffet table. He was anxious to taste the jerk goat. Most island locals
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believed jerk goat could only be properly and authentically prepared by

those born and raised in the Palmchat Islands. Beanie wanted to test the

theory.

Halfway to the table, Beanie heard someone shout his name.

Recognizing the voice, he groaned inwardly. Maybe he could just keep

walking to the buffet table. Maybe pretend he hadn’t heard—

“Beanie! Hey Beanie! Over here!”

With a resigned sigh, Beanie glanced toward the right. Anthony Mendez,

a George Hamilton doppelgänger dressed in lime green Bermuda shorts, a

lemon-yellow polo shirt, and white driving shoes, beckoned for Beanie.

Mendez sat at a patio bench beneath a palm tree with four other men, one

of whom Beanie recognized, a Dolphin Lane neighbor named Leon

Jefferson.

Despite his reluctance, Beanie grabbed a Felipe beer from a cooler on

the patio and ambled over to Mendez.

“Beanie, my friend!” said Mendez. “I was hoping you would show up.

Where are Noelle and the boys?”

Taking a seat next to Leon, Beanie said, “They made other plans.”

“That’s too bad, but at least you’re here,” said Mendez. “And so is Leon.

You guys know each other, right?”

“We do,” said Beanie, turning toward Leon. “How are you?”

“Doing good,” said Leon, taking a sip of beer.

“These three fine blokes are good friends of Eric’s,” said Mendez,

extending his arm to indicate the men he spoke of—a craggy-faced man

with a ruddy, sunburned complexion, a dark-skinned man with a wide

smile, and a distinguished-looking fifty-something with salt-and-pepper

hair who was dressed like he belonged on a yacht instead of at a backyard

get together.

“Aaron, Keith, and Tim,” said Mendez.

“Ted …” the fifty-something yachtsman corrected, extending a hand

toward Beanie. “Ted Clark.”

Beanie shook the man’s hand. “Nice to meet you.”

Nodding his greetings at the two other men, Beanie shook their hands

as well.

Mendez said, “Ted convinced Eric to move back to paradise.”
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Shaking his head, Ted said, “That was Keith.”

Shrugging, the dark-skinned man, Keith, said, “Eric and Wanda had

grown tired of London and had been thinking about moving back to the

islands, anyway. Wasn’t exactly a hard sell.”

Mendez said, “Leon’s the reason they moved to Oyster Farms.”

“Wanda and I work together at Rideaux Bros. Construction,” said Leon.

“She and Eric were living in Little Turkey. She told me they wanted a bigger

place so when this house came up for lease again, I told Wanda.”

“Did you also tell her about the previous occupants?” Mendez asked, his

eyes glittering with malicious curiosity. “Particularly the wife.”

Beanie resisted the urge to roll his eyes.

Leon shook his head. “Didn’t know the previous occupants but I heard

the husband was killed.”

Mendez said, “Well, the wife was a—”

“She had some issues,” interrupted Beanie. “But she’s getting treatment.”

Keith asked, “What kind of treatment?”

Aaron, the ruddy-faced man, asked, “What kind of issues?”

His expression alive with prurient glee, Mendez said, “Well—”

“Excuse me, guys, I’m a bit famished.” Beanie stood, not in the mood for

Mendez’s malicious gossip. “I’m going to head over to the buffet table.”
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“Having a good time?” asked Eric, slapping Beanie on the shoulder.

Surveying the buffet table, Beanie winced slightly. The burly man

squeezed his muscles as though he was trying to knead and massage away a

persistent knot.

“Having a great time,” Beanie said, though that wasn’t entirely true. He

was having a time, which he wouldn’t describe as great. So far, the shindig

had been okay, mildly interesting, but he wasn’t going to insult his host. In

his continued effort to be neighborly, Beanie decided to spare Eric his true

opinion. The party was decent but somewhat dull.

“Glad to hear it,” said Eric, smiling as he shoved both hands into the

pockets of his baggy Bermuda shorts. “And glad the weather cooperated.”

Beanie nodded, glancing up at the patches of blue mingling with smoky

gray clouds.

“A little humid,” said Eric. “But that’s to be expected.”

“Yeah,” said Beanie, reaching for the plastic serving spoon wedged in the

mashed stewed plantains.

“So, I was talking to Mendez earlier,” said Eric. “He’s an interesting

fellow.”

Beanie chuckled. “Interesting. Hmmm … yeah, that’s one word for him.”
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“He was telling me about the previous renters,” said Eric. “A Russian

couple. Said the husband was killed.”

“Yeah, he was,” confirmed Beanie, figuring Mendez had relished the

chance to give Eric and his wife the sordid details of their new home’s

horrific, tragic past.

“Mendez said the wife was a lunatic,” said Eric.

Recognizing the not-so-subtle inquiry in his host’s tone, Beanie dumped

a scoop of mashed plantains on his plate. “Mendez exaggerates. The wife

had some … mental issues, but I wouldn’t say she was a lunatic.”

“Mendez also said that you solved the husband's murder,” said Eric,

voice lowered. “Is that true?”

Beanie glanced at his host. Eric stared at him, his expression grave and

intense. Sensing the man was fishing for a specific purpose, Beanie said,

“Well, I wouldn’t say I solved the murder. I was able to put some pieces

together and figure out who the killer was, but—”

“You work for the Palmchat Gazette, right?”

“I’m an investigative reporter,” said Beanie.

“Listen …” Eric leaned closer to him. “I might have some pieces I need to

put together.”

Frowning, Beanie asked, “What do you mean?”

“I don’t need to solve a murder,” said Eric. “But … there are some

mysterious things going on that I need to figure out.”

“Mysterious things?” Beanie reached for a grilled jerk goat rib.

“I could use your help,” said Eric.

Confused, Beanie asked, “How?”

Eric said, “Follow me into the house …”

After leading Beanie into the kitchen, Eric said, “Take a seat. I’ll go get what

I need you to check out for me.”

Dropping into a chair at the table, Beanie dug into his grub and waited.

Mysterious things going on? Something Eric needed him to check out?

Beanie sampled the jerk goat and found it rather tasty. As he tried the

mashed plantains, his thoughts pivoted back to his host. Obviously, Eric
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wanted him to investigate something. But, what? And, thought Beanie, why

didn’t he care?

He was not the least intrigued by the mysterious things going on in Eric

Barnes’ life. Beanie supposed the man assumed reporters were always

interested in the prospect of discovering the truth behind a mystery. To

some extent, that was a fair assessment, but Beanie wasn’t constantly

looking for a reason to snoop. And he absolutely didn’t want to get involved

in any mysterious goings-on at a house where he’d already experienced

more than his fair share of mysterious happenings.

The previous occupants had nearly provided more mystery—and

mayhem—than Beanie could handle. But he doubted Eric Barnes’ mystery

would be more intriguing, or dangerous. He supposed placating his

neighbor wouldn’t prove too burdensome.

Moments later, Eric returned holding a thick 5 x 7 manila folder in one

hand and an unlit cigarette in the other.

“You smoke?” asked Beanie.

Eric scoffed. “Not in the house. And never around Wanda. She thinks I

quit. After you and I talk, I’m going to have a quick smoke with Keith. Then

I’ll have to chew a few packs of gum to get the nicotine off my breath.”

Beanie chuckled. “She won’t hear anything from me.”

“I appreciate that.” Eric opened the manila envelope and pulled out

several papers, most of them folded in half.

“What’s that?” asked Beanie, taking a sip of the guava beer he’d grabbed

from a cooler as he’d followed Eric into the house.

“These are the mysterious goings-on I told you about,” said Eric,

pushing the papers across the table.

Beanie stared at the papers. Why did he get the feeling that Eric had only

invited him to the party to discuss the contents of the 5 x 7 manila

envelope? The man had done his homework, found out Beanie was a

reporter and then decided to solicit his help.

“I’ve been getting strange emails,” said Eric.

“Strange how?” asked Beanie. “Like … threatening?”

“Take a look.”

Repressing an exhale, Beanie reached for the emails. He read the first

message, which had been sent to ebarnes@palmmail.net from
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coolkidstable@palmmail.net. The subject line was: I need answers. The body

of the email, however, was blank.

Frowning, Beanie said, “So there’s no message.”

“Subject line is the message, I guess,” said Eric. “All of the emails have

been that way. Just a subject line.”

Beanie read the remaining emails, focusing on the subject lines: I need to

know what happened.

We should talk.

Tell me the truth.

“Have you responded to any of these emails?” asked Beanie.

Eric shook his head. “First, I was too afraid that it was one of those

email scams where if you reply, they can steal your identity, or put a virus

on your computer. But, as I got more emails from the cool kids table,

whatever that is, I started to think that it’s somebody who knows me,

maybe …”

“Seems like someone who wants information from you,” said Beanie,

laying the emails back on the table. “They want answers. You have any idea

who it could be?”

“None whatsoever,” said Eric. “That’s why I need your help.”

Beanie said, “Maybe you should take these to the police.”

“I thought about it, but decided not to,” said Eric. “The messages don’t

seem threatening. Still, I want to know who’s sending them.”

Beanie rubbed his jaw. “Eric, I have to be honest with you … I’m not sure

what I can do.”

“Maybe you can—”

A loud two-chord chime reverberated through the kitchen.

Eric exhaled.

Doorbell, thought Beanie as the chime rang out again. And then again,

more insistent.

“Someone’s at the door,” said Beanie.

“Guess I invited more people than I realized.” Eric grunted as he stood.

“Be right back.”

Nodding, Beanie picked up the emails again. The email address was

interesting. Cool kids table? Who could that be? Anybody. Someone who

knew Eric. Someone who thought Eric could give them answers. I need to
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know what happened. Someone who believed that Eric knew what happened.

But, about what? Tell me the truth. Again, Beanie wondered, the truth about

what?

Beanie scratched his jaw. Maybe it was a weird case of mistaken identity.

Maybe Eric Barnes wasn’t ebarnes@palmmail.com. Or, rather, maybe the ‘e’

in ‘ebarnes’ didn’t stand for Eric. Maybe it stood for Eileen. Or Ernie. Or

Ephraim. The person who’d sent the emails might have been trying to send

them to Elon Barnes. The person might have assumed

ebarnes@palmmail.com was Elon Barnes’ email and—

“What are you doing here?” Eric’s booming baritone flowed into the

kitchen.

“We need to talk.” A woman’s voice, loud, shrill, and angry.

Beanie frowned. Whoever was at the door obviously hadn’t been

invited.

“I’m busy,” said Eric. “In case you didn’t realize it, but I’m hosting a

party. And I have nothing to say to you, so you can leave.”

“I’m not going anywhere until you tell me why you’re trying to ruin my

life.”

Bristling, Beanie winced, wondering if he should get up, or stay where

he was. Last thing he wanted was to eavesdrop on a conversation that

didn’t particularly interest him. But the modest home didn’t have

soundproof walls and the front door was around the corner down a short

hall.

“I’m not ruining your life,” said Eric. “You’re doing a great job ruining it

yourself.”

“Is it true you’re going to testify against me?”

“I’m testifying for the kids.”

“You don’t care about those kids,” said the woman. “If you did, you

wouldn’t be helping that jerk take them from me!”

“You don’t deserve those kids,” Eric said. “I’d be doing them a favor

helping that jerk, as you call him, take them from you.”

“Eric, please, don’t,” pleaded the woman. “I know you hate me, but—"

“My testimony has nothing to do with how I feel about you,” Eric said. “I

am concerned about the welfare of those children.”

“I am a good mother!”
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“You and I both know that’s debatable,” said Eric. “But we’ll let the judge

decide.”

“So, I made one mistake and you think I don’t deserve my kids?” railed

the woman.

“One mistake that could have killed them!”

“Eric, if I lose my kids because of you—”

“You’re going to lose your kids,” said Eric. “But, not because of me.

Because of you.”

After a pause, the woman asked, “Do you need another patch?”

“What?”

“For your back,” said the woman. “I know it still bothers you.”

“My back is fine.”

“I can make it better,” the woman said. “I’m heading a new project, I can

get—”

“I don’t need it,” said Eric. “I don’t want that stuff.”

“Then what do you want?” asked the woman. “You want me to suffer?

You want to punish me because I realized you weren’t the man I wanted to

spend the rest of my life with?”

“Honey, I thank God you came to your senses,” said Eric. “If you hadn’t, I

never would have met the woman I’m going to spend the rest of my life

with.”

The woman let out a string of bitter, angry curses.

“Get out of my house,” demanded Eric.

Seconds later, the door slammed.

Beanie exhaled and reached for his guava beer. He didn’t know what to

think. Except that he regretted overhearing a tense, fractious conversation

that was none of his business. A conversation he couldn’t unhear. A

conversation that had piqued his curiosity somewhat.

Back in the kitchen, his face flushed, Eric scowled as he yanked a chair

from beneath the table and dropped down into it. Beanie glanced at his

neighbor. The big man looked drawn and depressed. Despite Eric’s bluster

and promise to ensure the best outcome possible for the woman’s children,

his expression was melancholy. Miserable.

“Everything okay?” asked Beanie, to be compassionate and courteous.
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“Yeah, it will be.” Eric rubbed his jaw and cleared his throat. “Well, I

guess you heard that … exchange …”

Beanie said, “Hard not to.”

“My voice does carry.” After a mirthless chuckle, Eric cleared his throat

again. “Anyway, please don’t mention to Wanda that my ex-wife

showed up.”

“That was your ex-wife?” asked Beanie, though he’d figured Eric and the

woman had once been in a relationship.

Eric nodded. “Worse mistake of my life.”

Beanie said, “Seems as though she feels the same way.”

Pinching the bridge of his nose, Eric said, “She’s divorcing her current

husband—her fourth—and they’re in the middle of a nasty custody battle.”

“Sounded like, from the conversation, that you’re in the middle of it,

too.”

“Wish I wasn’t.” Eric exhaled. “But those kids deserve better than her as

their mother. I will testify to that.”

“Judges tend to be reluctant to separate mothers and children.”

Eric said, “I’m going to give the judge a good reason to make sure she

doesn’t get custody of those kids.”

Beanie was curious as to how Eric would manage to convince the judge,

but he didn’t want to know more about the tense situation than he already

did.

Beanie said, “Well … about the emails. I can’t make any promises, but I

might know someone who can trace them. I’ll see what I can find out.”

Eric said, “Well, I appreciate anything you can do—”

“Hey, Eric!”

Seconds later, a loud chorus of male voices floated into the kitchen before

three men—Eric’s friends, Aaron, Ted, and Keith—shuffled into the kitchen.

Waving a lighter and a package of cigarettes, Keith said, “Ready to light

it up?”

Snorting, Eric said, “Too bad we’re just going to be smoking cigarettes.”

Aaron asked, “What do you mean?”

Eric sighed. “I could use something stronger.”

Keith asked, “Why’s that?”
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Beanie figured Eric’s ex-wife was the reason for his desire for something

more potent to inhale.

Sighing, Eric shook his head. “It’s just that … good Lord, Ted, you still

have those crazy shoes?” Aaron said, “I told Ted those shoes look

ridiculous!”

“Like clown shoes,” joked Keith.

Laughing with Aaron, Keith pointed toward Ted’s feet. Beanie glanced

down, as well. Ted sported a pair of neon green deck shoes. Beanie forced

himself not to make a face. The shoes were bad but probably expensive. He

recognized the logo. Didn’t his co-worker, Stevie Bishop, have a pair?

“I’ll have you know that these are bespoke,” said Ted, a trace of

haughtiness in his tone.

“Be … what?” asked Eric, frowning.

As Aaron and Keith cracked up, Ted tried to explain how exclusive his

custom-made footwear was. Feeling like a fifth wheel, Beanie decided to

exit, stage left.

“Hey, listen, guys,” said Beanie. “I’m going to go back out.”

Nodding, Eric said, “Thanks again for your help. And … if Wanda asks,

tell her you don’t know where I am …”
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Beanie stepped out of the tiny powder room off the small foyer and paused

to check his watch.

How long had he been at the party? Not too long. But definitely long

enough.

Following the conversation with his host about the strange anonymous

emails he’d received—and the conversation he’d overheard between Eric

and his ex-wife—Beanie had returned to the backyard.

After grabbing another Felipe beer, Beanie mingled with other Dolphin

street friends and neighbors before making his way back to Mendez. The

aging playboy had been in the middle of a story about the exterior security

cameras surrounding his home. Thankful that Mendez was no longer

discussing the lurid details surrounding the home’s former occupants,

Beanie listened halfheartedly until nature called.

Beanie strode toward the small study ahead to his right. He was a few

feet from the entryway when something caught his eye. A large horizontal

mirror above the loveseat. Stopping, Beanie frowned. Wasn’t the mirror

that caught his eye. It was what he saw in the mirror, from his position in

the narrow hallway, that arrested his attention.

Two people standing in front of the window directly across from the

mirror.
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A man and a woman.

Kissing passionately.

Beanie was confused. Shocked.

The man was his neighbor, Leon. The woman was … Wanda Barnes.

Eric’s wife. The woman Eric planned to live the rest of his life with, recalled

Beanie, remembering the conversation between Eric and his ex-wife. What

the …? For a moment, Beanie wondered if he’d had too many beers.

Wondered if the mirror was tricking him, reflecting a weird, optical

illusion. But, no. Leon and Wanda were kissing. But, why? Beanie mentally

chided himself. Wasn’t it obvious why? Well, actually, no it wasn’t obvious.

He had no explanation as to the reason for the kiss, but as a reporter, he

regularly assumed and speculated. Employing deductive reasoning, Beanie

guessed that Wanda and Leon were having an affair. Or, if not an official

affair, then some sort of spur of the moment tryst fueled by insta-lust.

Rubbing his jaw, Beanie wondered if maybe his wife had been right.

Maybe attending the Barnes’ Thanksgiving shindig had been a mistake. He

was still reeling somewhat from the argument between Eric and his ex-

wife. And now he’d witnessed Eric’s current wife stepping out on him.

Geez. What was next? Beanie didn’t want to know. He just wanted to—

“Stop. We can’t do this.” Wanda pushed Leon away. “We’ll get caught.”

“I don’t care,” said Leon, pulling her close again. “Maybe he needs to

catch us.”

“Are you crazy?” Wanda pushed Leon away again. “If Eric catches us,

he’ll kill us both.”

“Not if we kill him first …”

A jolt passed through Beanie. Crossing the hall, he stood against the

wall. From his new position, he was no longer able to see Wanda and Leon

in the mirror, but he could still hear them talking.

“What did you just say?” demanded Wanda, her tone sharp and shrill.

“You heard me.”

“Please tell me you were not serious.”

“What if I was?” demanded Leon, a challenge in his tone. “What if I am?”

“You want to kill Eric?”

“I want him out of your life,” said Leon. “He doesn’t deserve you. And he

probably hasn’t even been faithful to you.”
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“What are you talking about?”

“I’m talking about all those trips he took to St. Felipe last year, in April,”

said Leon.

“You followed him, remember?” said Wanda. “And you found out he

wasn’t meeting another woman.”

“But I didn’t find out exactly what he was doing,” said Leon.

“Well, he wasn’t cheating on me.”

“Maybe not then but I’ll bet it’s only a matter of time,” said Leon. “And

what does it matter if he’s faithful to you? What matters is that he’s dead!”

“Do you hear yourself?” Wanda admonished. “Do you really think we

could … kill Eric?”

“I think maybe we have to,” said Leon. “Maybe that’s the only way you

can get rid of him.”

Rooted to the spot, Beanie was floored. Was he really hearing this? Were

Wanda and Leon discussing killing Eric? They weren’t serious. They

couldn’t be. Beanie drug a hand down the side of his face, trying to clear his

head. Maybe he’d misinterpreted what they’d said. Maybe—

Beanie’s phone chirped, the sound loud and jolting. Wincing, Beanie

shoved a hand into the pocket of his pants, yanked out the phone. Fumbling

with the device, he managed to silence it.

“What was that?” asked Leon.

Wary of being caught eavesdropping, Beanie hurried back into the

bathroom. Glancing at his phone, he read the text from Noelle. Are you still

at the Barnes party? Boys and I are getting takeout. You want something? Beanie

replied, Still here but getting ready to leave. Getting to go plates so no need for

takeout. Seconds later, Noelle responded, That’s fine. See you soon.

Beanie sighed. Had Wanda and Leon heard him? Maybe. They must

have figured that the sound they’d heard was a phone. But they couldn’t

have known he was listening. He doubted they would confront him. And

maybe his phone had scared them. Maybe they’d scattered. Left the study

and scurried back outside.

Beanie took another breath, pocketed his phone, and opened the

bathroom door.

Wanda Barnes stood in front of him, staring at him, her gaze shrewd.

“Oh …” Beanie took a step back. “Hi …”
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“You okay?” Wanda asked.

Beanie chuckled. “Too many beers.”

Wanda’s eyes narrowed. Did she believe him? Did she suspect his phone

had chirped? That he’d been eavesdropping? Possibly, Beanie conceded.

Nevertheless, he doubted Wanda would confront him. And if she did,

Beanie would deny listening. He didn’t want to think about the disturbing

conversation he’d overheard. Didn’t want to believe it. All he wanted to do

was get out of the house and go home.

Clearing his throat, Beanie asked, “Is Eric out back?”

“Far as I know.” Wanda crossed her arms over her chest. “You need

him?”

“I wanted to thank him for inviting me,” said Beanie. “Tell him I had a

good time, but my wife just texted me, so I need to get going.”

“Your wife just texted you?”

Too late, Beanie realized his mistake. “Not just now … she texted me

before I came into the house and I told her I was going to head home, so …”

“You can’t leave now.”

“I can’t?”

“Eric’s going to make a toast. You have to stay for that.”

“When is he going to make the toast?” asked Beanie.

“As soon as I make the pitcher of Palmitos,” said Wanda, pivoting and

walking down the hall.

Following her into the kitchen, Beanie said, “Well, I guess I can stay a

few more minutes.”

“Did you make to-go plates for your family?” asked Wanda, strolling to

the refrigerator. She opened the door, then took out a bottle of pineapple

juice, which she placed on the center island.

Standing in the doorway into the kitchen, Beanie said, “Not yet. I was

headed out to do that.”

Returning to the fridge, Wanda grabbed a bottle of lemonade. “Hope

your wife likes the jerk goat.”

“I’m sure she will,” said Beanie.

Wanda opened the bottle of pineapple juice. “Well, I need to get started

on these Palmitos …”

Beanie frowned. “What’s the lemonade for?”
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“Eric is allergic to pineapples,” explained Wanda. “So, I have to make his

Palmito with lemonade. Technically, I suppose it’s not a Palmito, but … “

“Sort of a modified Palmito,” said Beanie.

Wanda stared at him. “Guess you could say that.”

Wary of the woman’s piercing stare, Beanie managed a quick smile, then

excused himself. As he exited the house, he struggled to shake off the

apprehension washing over him. Wanda and Leon’s disturbing discussion

flooded his mind, mixing with Eric and his ex’s angry argument. The

conversations bothered him, infusing him with a feeling of foreboding

unease.



5

“Everybody got a drink?” Eric Barnes’ deep baritone boomed across the

backyard as the crowd of guests clustered in a semi-circle in front of the

buffet tables.

Beanie wiped sweat from the back of his neck. A low cloud deck had

floated from the west, creating overcast conditions but the humidity was

still high despite the occasional errant breeze.

“Everybody except you!” called out someone.

Looking from one of his empty hands to the other, Eric laughed.

“Oops! That’s my fault!” said Wanda, turning toward the table. She

grabbed a red solo cup sitting near a pitcher of the official island cocktail

and handed it to Eric. “Here you go, honey! Made this special just for

you!”

Claps and cheers broke out.

“Okay, okay, now that we all have a drink,” said Eric. “First of all, I want

to thank everyone for coming …”

“Thanks for having us!” Someone in the crowd called out, prompting

several other expressions and interjections of gratitude.

Eric continued, “As many of you know, and can probably tell from my

American accent, I grew up in the states, even though I was born in St.

Felipe. Technically, I’m not an ex-pat—”
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“That would be me!” interjected Wanda, looping an arm around Eric’s

waist.

“And me, too!” someone hollered out.

“And me, three!” said someone else, eliciting hoots and guffaws.

Eric continued, “I’ve been away from the islands for a long time, maybe

too long, and while I was in America, I celebrated lots of American holidays,

once of which was Thanksgiving … this is my first time celebrating

Thanksgiving in the islands, and I’m thankful for…”

As Eric droned on, taking advantage of a captive audience, Beanie

studied the husband and wife. He searched for signs of strife, but their body

language conveyed that of a loving couple. With secrets, thought Beanie. But

their secrets didn’t hold the same weight.

Eric’s vengeful plotting against his ex was bad but Wanda’s cheating was

worse. How could the woman stand there, looking adoringly at her

husband? Thirty minutes ago, she’d been in the arms of another man.

Glancing around, Beanie spotted Leon.

Joking with Eric’s friends Keith, and Aaron, Leon laughed and shook his

head. Beanie was somewhat surprised by Leon’s jovial demeanor. But why?

Had he expected to find the man skulking off to the side, brooding, and

shooting Eric evil, dirty looks? Well, actually, yes. Considering that Leon

had suggested to Wanda that they kill Eric. Whether the man had been

serious, or not, Beanie didn’t know. But joking about murder wasn’t funny.

Covering the crime beat at the Palmchat Gazette, Beanie had seen his fair

share of homicide. He knew murder was often preceded by the

contemplation of the act. Leon and Wanda had considered getting rid of

Eric, which made Beanie wonder if the secret lovers could be capable of—

“Pretty good party, eh,” said Mendez.

Somewhat startled by the interruption of his thoughts, Beanie nodded.

“Yeah …”

“What do you think about Eric and Wanda?”

Hesitating, Beanie said, “Well … “

Mendez said, “Wasn’t sure what to expect but they seem like nice

people.”

“Yeah,” said Beanie, taking a sip of his Palmito, though he didn’t

necessarily agree, considering the things he’d seen and heard.
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Mendez said, “Nothing like the previous renters.”

Beanie thought of the young couple whose lives had been marred by

strange, tragic circumstances.

“Hey … “ said Mendez. “I think something just happened …”

Confused, Beanie glanced at the elderly man, his tanned, leathery skin

lined with anxious concern as he craned his neck.

Beanie asked, “What are you talking about—”

A shrill, high-pitched scream sliced through the balmy air, giving Beanie

goosebumps. His heart thumped as he glanced around the crowd,

wondering what had—

Chaos broke out in the backyard. A cacophony of shouting rose to a

fever pitch as the guests surged forward, converging in a tight circle.

“Oh my God!”

“What happened?”

“He collapsed!”

Collapsed? Beanie’s heart rate increased as he fought to remain calm as

the crowd surged past him. Who had collapsed? He craned his neck, trying

to see, to figure out what had caused the sudden commotion.

“We need a doctor!”

“He’s had a heart attack!”

“ … a stroke!”

“ … a seizure!”

“Let me through!”

Beanie stumbled as he was shoved aside by Aaron, who was followed by

Ted and Keith. Forcing his way through the throng of guests, Beanie

stopped near Ted and Keith, both shouting at the crowd to stand back and

make room.

Several feet ahead, lying in the grass, Eric Barnes convulsed, his body

jerking violently as foam bubbled from his mouth.

“Do something!” screamed Wanda, on her knees at Eric’s side. “Someone

call an ambulance! Help him!”

Aaron took a knee in the grass next to Eric and shouted, “Eric! Can you

hear me?” while Ted and Keith, along with several other guests, took out

their phones. Seconds later, a terrifying buzz of voices reported the medical
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emergency, describing the scene and demanding that paramedics come at

once.

Shaking, Beanie tried to gather his thoughts. What could have happened

to Eric? The man appeared to be having a seizure. But why? Was he an

epileptic? If not, what might have caused him to—

“Oh, God, he’s not breathing!” screamed Wanda, her fingers pressed

against Eric’s neck. “He doesn’t have a pulse! Eric is dead!”




